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Jones and George's Essentials of Contemporary Management, Ninth Edition, provides the most       
current concise account of changes taking place in the world of management and management practices     
while making the text relevant and interesting to students.

It mirrors the changes taking place in today's management practice by incorporating recent developments  
in management theory and research. This text also provides vivid, current examples of how managers of 
companies, large and small, address the challenges and opportunities they face and how they can     
effectively meet them. A hallmark of this text is how the authors infuse the stories of real managers who 
seize opportunities, overcome challenges, and effectively manage and lead their organizations in their 
Manager as a Person feature, allowing students to see real-life management in action. Central to the 
book's approach, boxed material is seamlessly integrated into the text and an integral part of the learning  
experience; it is not disembodied from the chapter narrative.
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McGraw-Hill Connect® is a course management and adaptive 
learning solution that enhances your unique voice and 
teaching style. As your partner, we’re committed to helping 
you achieve your course goals and unlock student potential. 
That’s why we’ve made meaningful updates to this edition.

New In Connect:

It All Starts with You

Smartbook® 2.0 – Our adaptive reading experience 
has been made more personal, accessible, 
productive, and mobile.

Manager’s Hot Seat Videos – These videos allow 
students to assume the role of a manager as they 
immerse themselves in video-based scenarios. These 
videos enable students to see how managers in 
realistic situations deal with employees and complex 
issues. 

Case Analyses and Video Cases – Our assortment of 
written and video cases challenge students to analyze 
concepts as they manifest in scenarios related to a 
real-live product or company, fostering their ability to 
think critically in lecture and beyond. 

Application-Based Activities – These highly 
interactive, automatically graded exercises provide 
students a safe space to practice using problem-
solving skills to apply their knowledge to realistic 
scenarios. 

Self Assessments – Designed to promote student self-
awareness and reflection, these research-based 
surveys contain detailed feedback for students.

Writing Assignment – This assignment type delivers a 
learning experience that helps students improve their 
written communication skills and conceptual 
understanding. As an instructor, you can assign, 
monitor, grade, and provide feedback on writing more 
efficiently.

Smartbook® 2.0
mheducation.link/smartbook2

Application-Based Activities



• NEW! Free mobile access to SmartBook 2.0 assignments and the digital textbook with the 
ReadAnywhere app.

• NEW! Remoting proctoring and browser-locking capabilities allowing for more control over the 
integrity of online assessments. 

• NEW! Ability to create enhanced assignments personalized to each student’s needs. 

• Accessibility and student data security enhancements.

• More advanced student and class reporting capabilities.

• 99.99% platform uptime

Visit mheducation.com/connect for details.

Additional Value When You Upgrade

http://mheducation.com/connect


Chapter by Chapter Changes 
Chapter 1  

• New “Management Snapshot” on how Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella has brought a
fresh vision to the technology giant.

• New “Manager as a Person” on how an ER director is helping make visits to the
emergency room as painless as possible.

• New content and table have been added that describe Mintzberg’s typology and
the various roles managers perform in an organization.

• New “Management Insight” on using managerial skills as a city manager in the
public sector.

• New section of text discusses the differences between managers and
entrepreneurs.

• New “Ethics in Action” on giving employees a nudge to increase ethical behavior
in the workplace.

• New end-of-chapter case on GE spinning off its railroad business.
• Appendix A: New discussion on the Gilbreths and their important contributions to

management theory.

Chapter 2 
• New “Management Snapshot” on how the CEO of Carnival Cruise Lines uses his

personal attitudes to steer the company in the right direction.
• New section describes the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator and DiSC Inventory Profile

personality assessments.
• New “Ethics in Action” on how to promote ethical values in the hotel industry.
• New discussion of job satisfaction levels among U.S. workers today.
• New “Managing Globally” on emotional intelligence across borders.
• New end-of-chapter case on Google’s ongoing challenge to maintain a strong

company culture.

Chapter 3 
• New “Management Snapshot” on Intel’s diversity and inclusion efforts.
• New “Ethics in Action” on how Accenture is using a chatbot to provide ethical

guidance for employees.
• Updated in-text statistics on age, and men’s and women’s participation rates in

the U.S. workforce and median weekly earnings.
• New discussion on the lack of women CEOs in S&P 500 companies.
• Updated statistics on the increasing diversity of the U.S. workforce.
• New “Focus on Diversity” describing SodaStream’s diversity efforts in its business

operations.
• Updated discussion and statistics on sexual harassment.
• New “Management Insight” on providing effective anti-harassment training in the

workplace.
• New end-of-chapter case on Chevron’s efforts to stay on the high road in Venezuela

amid political and economic unrest.



Chapter 4 
• New “Management Snapshot” on Walmart’s global expansion by investing in

Flipkart, the Indian e-commerce giant that competes with Amazon.
• New “Ethics in Action” on how Levi Strauss motivates its global suppliers to treat

their employees well.
• New “Management Insight” on the impact of tariffs on auto companies’ supply

chains.
• Updated discussion on the new trade agreement that will replace NAFTA.
• New discussion on the GLOBE project that extends Hofstede’s work on national

culture by looking at additional cultural dimensions and how they impact the ways
in which business is conducted in a variety of cultures and countries.

• New “Manager as a Person” that describes some of the rewards and pitfalls of
being an expat working in a foreign country.

• New end-of-chapter case on Foxconn’s decision to build a manufacturing facility in
Wisconsin.

Chapter 5 
• New “Management Snapshot” on how creativity and the ability to learn helped the

management of 23andMe, an online genetic screening service, adapt its business
when roadblocks almost derailed the company.

• New “Manager as a Person” about the CEO of an online beauty start-up who was
unafraid to seek expert advice about making strategic business decisions that
helped grow her company.

• An updated discussion about continuous learning and attaining personal mastery.
• New “Managing Globally” on how management at Western Union embraces

continuous learning, which has helped the company stay relevant in this high-tech,
global business environment.

• New end-of-chapter case on the U.S. Marines logistics unit and how it is teaching
military personnel in the field to use various computer-aided technologies to think
creatively in their everyday job activities.



Chapter 6 
• New “Management Snapshot” on Marriott International’s CEO and strategies he put

in place to expand the company’s growth over the next few years.
• A new discussion about how General Mills and its management team devise and

implement planning strategies at various levels of the organization.
• New “Manager as a Person” that describes how the CEO of Los Angeles World

Airports plans for and oversees various projects at the nation’s second-busiest
airport.

• A new discussion about SWOT analysis factors experienced by both Amazon and
Walmart as they compete head-to-head in the exploding e-commerce sector.

• New “Management Insight” on how Comcast is rethinking the customer experience.
• A new discussion that points out some of the missteps by toy retailer Toys “R” Us as

they pertain to Porter’s five forces framework.
• New “Managing Globally” on how transportation company FourKites uses

technology and real-time data to help its customers with on-time deliveries.
• New end-of-chapter case on how Best Buy tweaks its strategies to stay relevant and

compete in an ever-changing business environment.

Chapter 7 
• New “Management Snapshot” on how Alaska Airlines’s organizational structure is

designed with customers in mind.
• New “Managing Globally” on how IKEA is redesigning new stores on a smaller scale

now that many consumers shop online.
• New “Ethics in Action” about Pfizer changing its organizational structure to help

improve business and marketing efforts.
• New “Manager as a Person” about how McDonald’s CEO continues to shake things

up by streamlining the company’s structure to increase efficiency, productivity, and
sales.

• New end-of-chapter case about restructuring and rebranding efforts at Ogilvy’s
U.S. advertising operations.

Chapter 8 
• Discussion of entrepreneurship has been moved to Chapter 1 to provide a

framework for highlighting the differences between managers and entrepreneurs.
• New “Management Snapshot” about Procter & Gamble’s efforts to control

expenditures for digital ads.
• New “Management Insight” on the skills employers are looking for in recent college

graduates.
• New “Managing Globally” on the growing trend of companies using zero-based

budgeting as a way of controlling expenses.
• New section on the balanced scorecard and its increasing use by organizations to

evaluate various measures of a company’s performance.
• New “Ethics in Action” on Volkswagen’s continuing efforts to implement top-down

change to regain consumers’ confidence after an emissions scandal.
• New end-of-chapter case on how Stitch Fix controls inventory and the customer

experience.



Chapter 9 
• New “Management Snapshot” on the 90-something owner of the Detroit Lions and

her ability to motivate the management team as well as her NFL players.
• New “Focus on Diversity” on the importance of equity in a diverse workforce.
• New “Ethics in Action” on United Airlines and how a recent attempt backfired to

make merit pay more motivating.
• New end-of-chapter case on DTE Energy and company efforts to reenergize its

workforce with a shared sense of purpose to cut costs and avoid layoffs.

Chapter 10 
• New “Management Snapshot” on effective leadership strategies at the Dana-

Farber Cancer Institute.
• New section on the traits of servant leadership.
• New “Managing Globally” on the international differences in leadership.
• New “Management Insight” on the effectiveness of leaders with high levels of

emotional intelligence.
• New end-of-chapter case on how the CEO of Levi Strauss uses effective leadership

strategies to help the company and its employees succeed.

Chapter 11 
• New “Management Snapshot” on how the U.S. Army’s use of teamwork helps in

the battle against bureaucracy.
• New “Management Insight” on the importance of team members developing soft

skills.
• New discussion on the skills and abilities of successful virtual teams and the

technology they use to help with their long-distance work activities.
• New “Focus on Diversity” that provides strategies for using team members’

diversity as a competitive advantage.
• New discussion on recent research about high-performing teams and the factors

that contribute to their success.
• New end-of-chapter case on how Adient, the world’s largest supplier of automotive

seating, uses high-performance teams to maintain its competitive edge.

Chapter 12 
• New “Management Snapshot” on Unilever’s chief human resource officer and how

she manages workforce planning and development at the global consumer
products company.

• New “Management Insight” on Home Depot’s CEO and his competitive strategy of
using economic slowdowns to invest in employee training and development, as
well as improving customers’ online shopping experiences.

• New “Focus on Diversity” on using recruiting practices that promote diversity.
• New section that discusses recent trends in performance appraisal strategies.
• New end-of-chapter case on how Salesforce sets itself apart in a tight labor market.



Chapter 13 
• Chapter content has been streamlined to focus on the key components of effective

communication at all levels of the organization. Technology discussion has moved
to Chapter 14.

• New “Management Snapshot” on ways Boston Consulting Group encourages its
employees to engage in short, informal interactions with colleagues as way of
increasing communication and reducing the need for lengthy meetings.

• New “Manager as a Person” profiles the cofounders of Hyphen, a technology
platform that lets businesses gather and analyze anonymous communications from
employees.

• New “Ethics in Action” on how the use of questions can foster effective
communication.

• New “Management Insight” on how to make a positive first impression.
• New end-of-chapter case on how Netflix aims to keep communication honest

throughout the organization.

Chapter 14 
• Chapter has been revised to include a discussion of how information and 

technology help managers make better decisions, linking this content to the 
discussion of operations management.

• New “Management Snapshot” on Kraft Heinz’s efforts to make sure managerial 
decisions add value to the company.

• New “Management Insight” on the use of artificial intelligence to help identify 
situations within an organization that require more active leadership on the part 
of managers.

• New “Ethics in Action” on why Facebook users are quitting the social networking 
platform over privacy issues.

• New “Managing Globally” feature on HappyOrNot—a Finnish company that 
captures customer sentiments about their shopping experiences via in-store 
terminals labeled with four different happy or sad faces.

• New end-of-chapter case on how Brooks Brothers redesigned its processes to 
make the clothing retailer more relevant and more efficient.

We feel confident that the changes to the ninth edition of Essentials of 
Contemporary Management will stimulate and challenge students to think about 
their future in the world of organizations.



Delivering Value, Outcomes, and Support

Affordability & Outcomes

Support At Every Step

Find all the resources you need for a successful semester in 
one spot: supportateverystep.com. 

Faculty support is critical to the success of implementing and 
using digital courseware. That’s why we teamed up with 
faculty to create a website dedicated to providing above-and-
beyond support. From initial training to implementing new 
tools to digging into the data, we’re here to help. 

Let us know how we can partner with you at every step.

• Flexibility! More choice. You decide. 

• Multiple options at multiple price points! 

• Content options: McGraw-Hill, custom, Open Learning Solutions. 

• Format Options: Print, McGraw-Hill eBook, Courseware, 
bundles.

• Delivery Options: Inclusive Access, rental, purchase.

• 950 Inclusive Access institutional partnerships in 2019. 

Visit mheducation.link/realvalue for details. 
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